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Build a world-class 
onboarding experience

“Create onboarding 
experiences at scale -without 

the chaos”
Today, new employees are under a lot of 

pressure to succeed. They have to learn the 
ropes in the shortest possible time, relieve the 

team, take on new tasks and deliver results.



And also from an HR perspective, the 
onboarding process quickly becomes chaotic. 

Plus, getting new hires to work through dull 
admin tasks is no longer enough to make 

onboarding a welcoming experience.



With only 12% of employees convinced that their 
company is nailing onboarding, it's no wonder 

that 31% of new colleagues have already quit a 
job within the first 6 months.
 

Considering that a new employee incurs around 

€3,500 in recruitment costs - plus hidden costs 
for errors, low productivity and the effort 

involved in manual onboarding - the bill for 
outdated onboarding processes is high. 



So it's time to do better.


Mehmet Yilmaz

Co-Founder 

Freeletics, Zavvy

Only  12% of employees are 
convinced that their company is 
doing a great job at onboarding. 

(Glassdoor)

What’s next? Structuring your process. Once and for all.



Give your HR team, people managers, and new hires the 

guidance they need.



 ️This checklist will help you to structure your onboarding 

process without forgetting anything.





Company Culture (history, values, mission)


Introducing the teams


Infos on product and competitive landscape


Hybrid work policy


Internal policies (vacation,...)


IT-training and data protection (password guidance, tips on using single tools,...)


Role-specific content (training on certain tools, skills, best practices,...)

 Preparation
Goal: Be prepared

Send out the necessary documents your new hire should sign.  

Examples: work contract, visa,...



Make sure, that the documents have been signed







Order hardware such as a laptop, tablet, or smartphone. Make sure logins and accounts to 

software and tools are ready on day one.



Prepare other assets such as keys, parking pass, employee badge or ID.


Update your knowledge and documentation on compliance and other company policies so 

that you can explain them to your new employees.



Prepare colleagues: Inform supervisors and the team about the start date and book 

relevant meetings in advance.



Block out enough time in your own calendar and that of the new hires’ supervisor for the 

upcoming onboarding activities and tasks.

Documents

Access and hardware

Prepare the teams

Prepare the most important content

pre-boarding

day 1

day 1

day 1

continuous

pre-boarding

pre-boarding

Planning: Create a schedule of onboarding activities for your new employee's first day and first 

week.



Content: Make sure that content and documentations are created & up-to-date.




2. Pre-Boarding
Goal: Create excitement and take away uncertainty

Check in with your new colleague: Ask them how it's going and if they feel ready for the first day. 



Provide help for arriving on the first day: Where should they report and when to show up? What is the dress 

code and what are the lunch options? How does the first day look like?







Encourage networking: Invite your new employee for a team drink or an event among onboarding cohorts.





Send a welcome package with a small gift from the company - plus a handwritten welcome message from the 

team. If possible, send over technical means like laptop. A beautifully made welcome package is your chance to 

stand out. // Click here for some inspiration
 

Offer insight into corporate culture, team and benefits. Create anticipation with proactive and lively 

information. Use the content prepared in Part 1 for this purpose.

Pre-boarding = Nail the first impression



Proactive information helps employees arrive well-informed. Instead of 

information overload on the first day, they can learn everything important 

about the company and tasks in a structured way and at their own pace - 

before they arrive.


Tip: Take advantage of existing material
A lot of content already exists. Use or link to content 

from your wiki, website, and presentations. 

Create excitement

Take away uncertainty

Create relationships

https://www.zavvy.io/blog/welcome-package-for-new-employees-ideas


Provide hardware, access, and logins for all the tools new employees need to get acclimated and get started 

with their tasks. 

Access Card/ID/Key


Hardware


Access to all relevant tools (email, HR software, sharepoint,...)

3. The first day


Goal: Create a welcoming experience

Celebrate the first day. Announce the employee to the whole team, for example via email - and preferably still 

via Teams or Slack. Introduce their qualities and welcome them to the team. 


Tip: Loose icebreaker questions help to find conversation starters more easily and convey a more human 

climate.



Always welcome new employees personally. Give them a tour of the (virtual) office so that they know their 

way around and quickly feel at home.



A lunch together is the ideal opportunity to get to know the team, the tasks and perhaps the best tip for the 

lunch break in the immediate area. Remote from day 1? Turn lunch into an extended virtual coffee date.



Give your new colleagues the chance to share their successful start on social channels. It's a unique 

opportunity to strengthen your employer brand! 

Tip: Make sharing as easy as possible. Group photos, welcome packages, special activities and similar events 

can automatically generate interesting content.



Provide a worthy reception

Get formalities out of the way



3. The first day


Tipp: Frühes Feedback



Wie war der erste Tag? Was fehlt noch? Wo können wir helfen? Probleme, die 

früh erkannt werden, geben Ihnen die Möglichkeit gegenzusteuern, geht der 

Mitarbeiter frustriert nach Hause, ist es zu spät.


Tip: Get early feedback



How was the first day? What is still missing? Where can we help? Problems 

that are identified early give you the opportunity to take countermeasures; if 

the employee goes home frustrated, it's too late.


Introduce the new team member to the company goals and projects the team is currently working on.



Explain departments and hierarchies in the company, plus how workflows and processes work. 








Introduce your new employee to a mentor or buddy who can answer questions quickly and easily. In addition, 

they help build a network within the company. // Learn how to create an onboarding buddy program

Goal: Create a welcoming experience

Get them on track

Introduce the onboarding buddy

Tip: Don’t overwhelm 

The first day is all about getting off to a good start. 
Overloading new colleagues with a lot of information 
doesn't help anyone.

https://zavvy.webflow.io/blog/onboarding-buddy-program


4. The first week


Goal: Settle in, get familiar with people and processes

Help understand processes: How do people work together as a team? How are results delivered and agreed?



Clarify legal framework. The new employee should complete and sign compliance docs and other regulations.



Provide training materials for software and tools: Assist with learning everything from software for project 

management, CRM, cloud apps to the meeting booking tool.



An initial assignment provides focused learning and initial success.



Conduct 1:1 conversations, especially between employees and supervisors. Goal: Get to know each other, 

reveal leadership style, discuss expectations and open questions.
 

Create a 30-60-90 day plan. Define quick wins and long-term goals. This aspect is key to creating a common 

understanding of expecations and success. 



Encourage networking by scheduling meetings with key people in the company. 

Tip: Automated connection programs can make life easier for everyone.



Suggest helpful day-to-day resources, such as intranet, colleague contact information, conference room 

locations, IT support, learning and development portals, etc.



Work schedules, home office, sick leave policies, vacation requests. These issues are often neglected and 

then cause confusion. Let your newcomers know how things work from the start.



Have new employees attend meetings so they become familiar with the meeting structures and company 

culture.







Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version)

Tip: Enable early success



Is there a short-term goal for the new employee with a chance of success? 

A first positive experience of success lets people properly arrive in your 

company, gives self-confidence and improves the employee experience in the 

first weeks. This is better than bringing the new team member into a complex 

project where they cannot do anything but remain passive.


Tip: Include the whole team
It's not just about content. Assign tasks to managers or other 

stakeholders. Connect new employees with each other, with new 
teammates, or with a mentor.

https://zavvy.io/connection-programs


5. The first 30 days

Getting feedback and giving guidance


Ask for feedback to keep improving the experience for the new peer and others.



Send out regular, helpful tips for everyday life.  

Examples: Self-management, coffee meetups, where to look up internal terms,...






6. The first 60 days

7. The first 90 days

Role training and performance check

Expand your new employee's knowledge: Encourage learning and development with proven best practices or 

targeted skill improvements.



After 60 days: Review the goals set and the work performance of your new employee.



End or extend the onboarding journey. Iterate.

Continue to invest in your new employee by creating a professional development plan together.



After 90 days: Schedule performance reviews and prepare constructive feedback for the future to improve 

onboarding.






Scale world-class onboarding
No matter if remote, hybrid or in-office

Choose a template ..or create your own Create experiences

Barbara Imm, Head of HR

“Our company is growing extremely fast. Zavvy helps us 

onboard new colleagues at scale and get them up to speed 

quickly. What they value most is the engaging experience 

that motivates them and tests their knowledge."



Book your demo today at www.zavvy.io/demo

Define sendout 
time for each step

Create a step-by-
step onboarding 

plan

Define the message to be 
delivered through Slack, 

Teams, mail, or our platform.

Integrate the tools 
you already use - 

easily per link

...

Define recipient 
for each step
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